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Distributed Randomized Gradient-Free Mirror
Descent Algorithm for Constrained Optimization
Zhan Yu, Daniel W. C. Ho, Fellow, IEEE, Deming Yuan, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper is concerned with multi-agent optimiza-
tion problem. A distributed randomized gradient-free mirror
descent (DRGFMD) method is developed by introducing a
randomized gradient-free oracle in the mirror descent scheme
where the non-Euclidean Bregman divergence is used. The
classical gradient descent method is generalized without using
subgradient information of objective functions. The proposed
algorithm is the first distributed non-Euclidean zeroth-order
method which achieves an O( 1√
T
) convergence rate, recovering
the best known optimal rate of distributed compact constrained
convex optimization. Also, the DRGFMD algorithm achieves an
O( lnT
T
) convergence rate for the strongly convex constrained
optimization case. The rate matches the best known non-compact
constraint result. Moreover, a decentralized reciprocal weighted
average approximating sequence is investigated and first used
in distributed algorithm. A class of convergence rates are also
achieved for the algorithm with weighted averaging (DRGFMD-
WA). The technique on constructing the decentralized weighted
average sequence provides new insight in searching for minimiz-
ers in distributed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, distributed convex optimization over multi-
agent network has played an important role in both the-
oretical and practical aspects. Early work mainly focuses
on the research of minimizing a smooth function known to
several agents (see, [2]-[4]). During these ten years, research
has turned to the problem of minimizing a sum of locally
convex objective functions distributed over a time-varying
directed network via cooperation of agents(see, [5], [7], [8],
[15], [20]-[25]). The problem appears in diverse areas of
science and engineering frequently. The seminal distributed
method to solve the problem is by adopting distributed sub-
gradient approach (see, [7]). Then, several methods applying
distributed stochastic techniques to convex optimization take
shape gradually (see, e.g. [8], [9], [13]). The stochastic sub-
gradient method mainly considers stochastic disturbance on
subgradient. The boundedness assumption of the stochastic
gradient or subgradient and the consensus property among
agents are two essential objects to ensure convergence of
the algorithm. Moreover, the consensus property always relies
on the topology of the network and the structure of the
algorithm. In [11], the dual averaging structure is utilized
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for distributed optimization with an elegant probability ap-
proach. The distributed primal-dual algorithm has also been
investigated recently in different directions (see, e.g. [5], [17]).
Aside from the methods above, the mirror descent, developed
by Nemirovski and Yudin (see, [1]), attracts more and more
research interest during these ten years. Thus, the mirror
descent has been shown to be an efficient tool in several areas
like large scale machine learning and sensor network. In [14],
continuous-time stochastic mirror descent is investigated by
Raginsky and Bouvrie by using Ito theory. In what follows,
several discrete-time centralized and decentralized stochastic
mirror descent methods are established quickly. Nedic and
Lee consider a centralized mirror descent method for both
convex and strongly convex optimization in [18]. Recently,
Yuan et al. further develops an epoch type mirror descent
method for strongly convex compact constrained optimization
in [22]. Beside the convex optimization, several mirror descent
methods have been established in non-convex optimization as
well.
The approach in this paper to solve distributed nons-
mooth optimization problem is related to randomized gradient-
free method and classical mirror descent algorithm. Seminal
randomized gradient-free techniques have been studied by
Nesterov by considering different level of smoothness of
functions (see, [16]) in non-distributed setting. After that, sev-
eral researches on gradient-free method appear in distributed
setting. Wang et al. [23] investigates a gradient-free method
by taking the stochastic noise among agents into account.
Sahu et al. [24] uses Kiefer-Wolfowitz gradient-free technique
to solve a smooth optimization problem. Wang et al. [25]
further extends the Kiefer-Wolfowitz method to distributed
case. Hajinezhad et al. [26] establishes a gradient-free method
to solve a nonconvex optimization problem via a primal-dual
based framework. However, the existing distributed gradient-
free convex optimization methods are all Euclidean projection
based. This fact motivates us to consider a question: Is it
possible to develop a distributed non-Euclidean gradient-free
algorithm and obtain its convergence rate? In this paper, an
answer is given in the affirmative. In this paper, the random-
ized gradient-free method is further developed by extending it
to Bregman non-Euclidean framework and investigating the
convergence rate of the proposed distributed algorithm. In
distributed optimization problem over time-varying network,
it is often necessary to build up consensus among agents
to explore convergent behavior of the algorithm. Therefore
an estimate of the expected disagreement among agents is
given first. Then, the main results and corresponding conver-
gence rates are established. In this work, we mention two
2common assumptions on objective functions and constraint
set as follow: (1) Convex objective functions and compact
convex constraint set; (2) Strongly convex objective functions
and closed convex constraint set. Some recent work indicates
that, by choosing suitable stepsizes, assumption (1) and (2)
often connect with a convergence rate of O( (lnT )
α
Tβ
) type (T
is the number of iterations, α is nonnegative real number
and β is positive real number) (see, e.g. [19], [20]). The
paper will analyze the proposed algorithm comprehensively
by considering both assumptions. Moreover, based on the
idea in [18] for centralized case, a decentralized weighted
average approximating sequence is implemented in DRGFMD
algorithm and several corresponding convergence rates are
achieved.
The main theoretical contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:
(i) A decentralized zeroth-order (gradient-free) algorithm
is proposed. The significance is that the algorithm carries
Bregman non-Euclidean structure for solving the distributed
convex optimization over time-varying network. As a result,
the classical distributed zeroth-order projection algorithm is
generalized to the non-Euclidean circumstance. Accordingly,
the iteration procedure of the DRGFMD algorithm can pro-
vide a better reflection of the geometry of the convex opti-
mization problem. The proposed algorithm is also operated
in constrained domain with no smoothness requirement on
objective functions. Meanwhile, different from existing mirror
descent methods, the proposed algorithm relies on the random
gradient-free oracles instead of knowing direct information on
subgradients. Therefore, the algorithm becomes more flexible
and efficiently applicable to areas like large scale machine
learning and wireless sensor network where the subgradients
of corresponding objective functions are infeasible or costly
to evaluate.
(ii) To the best of our knowledge, in contrast to the existing
methods, the proposed method is the first distributed zeroth-
order (gradient-free) non-Euclidean method applied to convex
and strongly convex optimization problems. In addition, a
comprehensive analysis on DRGFMD is given under several
conditions. For a convex optimization with compact constraint
set, the proposed algorithms achieve the convergence rate of
O( 1√
T
). Thus, it recovers the best known convergence rate of
the centralized compact constrained stochastic mirror descent
algorithm in [18] and extends it to distributed situation. In
what follows, an O( ln T
T
) rate is obtained for strongly convex
optimization problem with constraint set not assumed to be
compact, extending the convergence results by Tsianos and
Rabbat [19] to non-Euclidean distributed situation. This is the
first distributed zeroth-order non-Euclidean method to achieve
it.
(iii) The paper investigates the reciprocal decentralized
weighted average approximating sequence via the DRGFMD
algorithm. Hence, it achieves a class of convergence rates
for convex and strongly convex optimization problems. This
is also the first distributed method that applies the recipro-
cal weighted average approximating sequence, therefore, the
paper gives a future research direction on different types of
decentralized weighted average sequences. It also provides a
possibility to improve convergence rate in other distributed
optimization algorithms.
Notation: Denote the n-dimension Euclidean space by Rn,
and the set of positive real numbers by R+. For a vector v ∈
R
n, use ‖v‖ to denote its Euclidean norm and [v]k to denote
its kth component. The inner product of two vectors a, b is
denoted by 〈a, b〉. For a matrixM ∈ Rn×n, denote the element
in ith row and jth column by [M ]ij , denote the transpose ofM
byMT . A function f is L-Lipschitz on convex domainX with
respect to ‖·‖ if |f(x)−f(y)| ≤ L‖x−y‖ holds for any x, y ∈
X . A function f is σf -strongly convex over domain X if for
any x, y ∈ X and θ ∈ [0, 1], f(θx+(1−θ)y) ≤ θf(x)+(1−
θ)f(y)− σf θ(1−θ)2 ‖x− y‖2. Denote the gradient operator by
∇, when f is differentiable, the σf -strongly convex inequality
above is equivalent to f(x) ≥ f(y)+〈∇f(y), x−y〉+ σf2 ‖x−
y‖2. For two functions f and g, write f(n) = O(g(n)) if
there exist N < ∞ and positive constant C < ∞ such that
f(n) ≤ Cg(n) for n ≥ N . For a random variable X , use
E[X ] to denote its expected value.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
In this paper, a time-varying multi-agent network is con-
sidered and the agents are indexed by i = 1, 2, ..., N . The
communication topology among agents is modeled as a di-
rected graph Gt = (V,E
t, P t) in which V = {1, 2, ..., N}
is the node set, Et is the set of edges at time t, and P t is
the communication matrix at time t. The goal of this work
is to establish the distributed algorithms and convergence rate
for the following distributed convex constrained optimization
problem
min
x∈X
f(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
fi(x). (1)
In (1), x ∈ X ⊂ Rn is a global decision vector, X is
a nonempty convex domain. fi : R
n → R is the convex
objective function known only at the ith agent. fi is Li-
Lipschitz continuous over X . In Sections IV A and V A,
it is assumed that that each fi : R
n → R are convex, not
necessarily strongly convex, and X is compact convex. In
Sections IV B and V B, each fi is assumed to be strongly
convex, and X is closed convex, not necessarily compact.
Denote the optimal point of the optimization problem by x⋆.
In this paper, all the objective functions are supposed to be
nonsmooth. Meanwhile, the situation when all the gradients
or subgradients of the objective function can not be evaluated
efficiently often appears. Thus, in this paper, the gradient-free
technique is utilized to overcome this difficulty. The smoothing
function for objective function is introduced as a convolution
of objective function fi and Gaussian kernel as follow,
fµi(x) =
1
κ
∫
Rn
fi(x+ µiξ)e
− 1
2
‖ξ‖2dξ, (2)
in which κ = (2pi)
n
2 and µi ≥ 0 is the smoothing parameter.
Accordingly, the smoothing function of f is denoted by
fµ(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi(x). (3)
3In our non-Euclidean optimization algorithm, the Bregman
divergence is considered as a non-Euclidean distance instead
of the classical Euclidean distance employed by classical
distributed gradient descent algorithms. The definition of the
Bregman divergence is given below.
Definition 1: Let φ be a strongly convex differentiable
function. The Bregman divergence between x and y induced
by φ is denoted by Dφ(x, y) and given by Dφ(x, y) =
φ(x) − φ(y)− 〈∇φ(y), x − y〉.
A basic result of Bregman divergence is listed in the following
lemma, the result will be used in subsequent analysis. The
proof follows from the definition directly.
Lemma 1: The Bregman divergence satisfies the three-point
identity 〈∇φ(x) − ∇φ(y), y − z〉 = Dφ(z, x) − Dφ(z, y) −
Dφ(y, x) for all x, y, z ∈ X .
Some connections between the distance generating function
φ and the properties of Bregman divergence will be described.
The following assumption is made.
Assumption 1: The distance generating function φ of Breg-
man divergence is three times continuously differentiable and
σφ-strongly convex with σ > 0. The Hessian matrixH = ∇2φ
and H(y) + ∇H(y)(y − x) are all positive semidefinite for
any x, y ∈ X .
Under Assumption 1 above, a direct consequence is the
relation between Bregman divergence and the classical Eu-
clidean distance: Dφ(x, y) ≥ σφ2 ‖x− y‖2. Another important
consequence obtained from Assumption 1 is the separate con-
vexity of Bregman divergenceDφ(x, y): Dφ(x,
∑N
j=1 θjyj) ≤∑N
j=1 θjDφ(x, yj) in which
∑N
j=1 θj = 1, θj ≥ 0.
In what follows, the standard assumption on the graph Gt =
(V,Et, P t) is made.
Assumption 2: Communication matrix P t is a doubly
stochastic matrix, i.e.,
∑N
i=1[P
t]ij = 1 and
∑N
j=1[P
t]ij = 1
for any i and j. There exists some positive integer B such
that the graph (V,
⋃B−1
s=0 E
t+s) is strongly connected for any
t. There exists a scalar 0 < ζ < 1 such that [P t]ii ≥ ζ for all
i and t, and [P t]ij ≥ ζ if (j, i) ∈ Et.
Denote the transition matrices by P (t, s) =
P tP t−1 · · ·P s, t ≥ s ≥ 0, an important consequence
about the transition matrices is listed in the following lemma.
The result will be essential in subsequent analysis.
Lemma 2: [7]Let Assumption 2 hold, then for all i, j ∈ V
and all t, s satisfying t ≥ s ≥ 0
|[P (t, s)]ij − 1
N
| ≤ Γγt−s, (4)
in which Γ = (1− ζ4N2 )−2 and γ = (1 − ζ4N2 )
1
B .
The following auxiliary lemma for sequence is basic for later
use.
Lemma 3: [8]Given a positive sequence {βk}k≥0 with
limk→∞ βk = β˜ and γ ∈ (0, 1), the following holds,
lim
t→∞
t−1∑
k=1
γt−kβk−1 =
γ
1− γ β˜. (5)
III. THE ALGORITHM AND PRELIMINARY FOR
CONVERGENCE THEOREM
Let xti be the estimate of agent i at step t. The distributed
randomized gradient-free mirror descent (DRGFMD) algo-
rithm is designed as
yti =
N∑
j=1
[P t]ijx
t
j , (6)
xt+1i = argmin
x∈X
{αt〈gµi(zti), x〉+Dφ(x, yti)}, (7)
in which zti denotes y
t
i or x
t
i for any i ∈ V and t ∈ N. Here,
gµi(z
t
i) =
fi(z
t
i + µiξ
t
i)− fi(zti)
µi
ξti (8)
is the random gradient-free oracle. ξti is a random vector
sequence that is locally generated in an i.i.d distributed manner
according to the Gaussian distribution for each agent i ∈ V .
The information communicating behavior among agent i and
its neighbors at t step is described in (6). In this step, agent
i receives estimates xtj from its neighbors j ∈ N ti , computes
a weighted average on all the received estimates to get a new
state variable yti . Then in (7), the algorithm updates locally
via a gradient-free approach which is built on the mirror
descent scheme. In following proofs in Section III, Section
IV and Section V, without loss of generality, it is assumed
that x0i = 0. The algorithm starts at x
0
i , the estimates of agents
used to construct the approximating sequence start from x1i .
Remark 1: In this algorithm, the classical gradient descent
method is generalized in two aspects. On one hand, Bregman
divergence is utilized instead of the classical Euclidean norm,
leading to the non-Euclidean projection feature of the proposed
algorithms. The non-Euclidean form of the algorithm can bet-
ter reflect the implicit geometry characteristic of the distributed
optimization problem. Several classical choices of distance
generating function φ make the algorithm more efficient than
other algorithms when applied to many areas like large-scale
machine learning and wireless sensor networks. On the other
hand, the random gradient-free oracle in the algorithm enables
us to apply the algorithm to situation where the subgradient
of objective function is hard to achieve, thus overcomes the
tough environment on subgradient successfully.
Now some preliminaries are made for proving the main re-
sults. Firstly several important estimates on the random oracle
are made in following lemma. Define the σ-field generated by
the history of the random variables to step t− 1 in the form:
Ft = {(x0i , i = 1, 2, ..., N); (ξsi , i = 1, 2, ..., N); 1 ≤ s ≤
t − 1} with F0 = {x0i , i = 1, 2, ..., N}. Then the following
lemma holds.
Lemma 4: [21] Let L̂ = maxi Li, for x ∈ X the following
holds.
(a)f(x) satisfies fi(x) ≤ fµi(x) ≤ fi(x) +
√
nµiL̂.
(b)fµi(x) is convex, differentiable and the following relation
with the oracle gµi(z
t
i) holds: E[gµi(z
t
i)|Ft] = ∇fµi(zti).
(c)The random gradient-free oracle gµi(z
t
i) satisfies
E[‖gµi(zti)‖2|Ft] ≤ (n+ 4)2L̂2.
4By using Cauchy inequality and Minkowski inequality, two
direct results can be gotten from Lemma 4:
E[‖gµi(zti)‖|Ft] ≤ (n+ 4)L̂, ∀i ∈ V,
and
‖∇fµi(zti)‖ ≤ (n+ 4)L̂, ∀i ∈ V. (9)
Denote the Bregman projection error by
eti = x
t+1
i − yti , (10)
the following lemma gives an upper bound estimate of the
error. The estimate is necessary to obtain corresponding
consensus property of the estimates for each agent, which
guarantees the convergence of the algorithm.
Lemma 5: Under Assumption 1, for the DRGFMD algo-
rithm, let the Bregman projection error for agent i be defined
as (10). Then for any i ∈ V and t ≥ 0, the following holds,
E[‖eti‖] ≤
(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
αt.
Proof: The first-order optimality of xt+1i implies
〈αtgµi(zti) +∇φ(xt+1i )−∇φ(yti), x− xt+1i 〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ X. (11)
By setting x = yti in (11) and using the σφ-strongly convexity
of φ, it follows that
〈αtgµi(zti), yti − xt+1i 〉 ≥ 〈∇φ(yti)−∇φ(xt+1i ), yti − xt+1i 〉
≥ σφ‖yti − xt+1i ‖2.
By using Cauchy inequality to the left hand side of the above
inequality, the following holds,
αt‖gµi(zti)‖ · ‖yti − xt+1i ‖ ≥ σφ‖yti − xt+1i ‖2.
Dividing by ‖yti − xt+1i ‖ on both sides yields
‖yti − xt+1i ‖ ≤
1
σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖ · αt, ∀i ∈ V, t ≥ 0.
By taking the conditional expectation on Ft and using Lemma
4, the final result is obtained after taking the total expectation.
Next, the consensus result among agents is ready to be
established. The average of all agents at step t is introduced
as follow:
xt =
1
N
N∑
i=1
xti. (12)
Lemma 6: Under Assumption 2, let {xti}t≥0 be the se-
quence generated by DRGFMD algorithm. Then for any non-
increasing positive stepsizes αt and any agent i, j ∈ V , the
following estimate holds:
E[‖xti − xt‖] ≤ NΓ(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
t−1∑
k=1
γ
t−k
αk−1 +
2(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
αt−1;
E[‖xti − xtj‖] ≤ 2NΓ(n + 4)L̂
σφ
t−1∑
k=1
γ
t−k
αk−1 +
4(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
αt−1;
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[‖xti − xtj‖] ≤ (2N
2Γ(n+ 4)L̂γ
σφ(1− γ) +
4N(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
)
T∑
t=0
αt.
Proof: By iterating recursively, the update xti can be expanded
in the form
xti = y
t−1
i + e
t−1
i
=
N∑
j=1
[P (t− 1, 0)]ijx0j +
t−1∑
k=1
N∑
j=1
[P (t− 1, k)]ijek−1j + et−1i .(13)
Taking average on both sides and noting that P t is doubly
stochastic, xt can be written in the following form,
xt =
1
N
N∑
j=1
x0j +
1
N
t∑
k=1
N∑
j=1
ek−1j . (14)
Combining (13) and (14) yields
‖xti − xt‖
= ‖
N∑
j=1
([P (t− 1, 0)]ij − 1
N
)x0j +
t−1∑
k=1
N∑
j=1
([P (t− 1, k)]ij − 1
N
)
·ek−1j + (et−1i −
1
N
N∑
j=1
et−1j )‖
≤
N∑
j=1
|[P (t− 1, 0)]ij − 1
N
| · ‖x0j‖+
t−1∑
k=1
N∑
j=1
|[P (t− 1, k)]ij
− 1
N
| · ‖ek−1j ‖+
1
N
N∑
j=1
‖et−1j ‖+ ‖et−1i ‖. (15)
Take total expectation on both sides of the inequality above
and note that x0j = 0, j ∈ V , the first consensus result follows
from Lemma 2 and Lemma 5. The second one is obtained
directly by using the triangle inequality to the first one. Sum
E[‖xti − xtj‖] up over the indices from t = 1 to T and i = 1
to N , it follows that
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
E[‖xti − xtj‖]
≤ 2N
2Γ(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
T∑
t=1
t−1∑
k=1
γt−k−1αk−1 +
4N(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
T∑
t=1
αt−1
≤ 2N
2Γ(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
T−2∑
s=0
γs
T−2∑
t=0
αt +
4N(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
T−1∑
t=0
αt
≤ 2N
2Γ(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
· 1
1− γ
T∑
t=0
αt +
4N(n+ 4)L̂
σφ
T∑
t=0
αt,
combining the two terms completes the proof.
The following result provides an essential estimate for the
main convergence results, it will also be useful in following
sections. This part is concluded by analyzing this inner product
estimate result.
Theorem 1: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, let {xti}t≥0
and {yti}t≥0 be the sequences generated by the DRGFMD
algorithm, αt is any non-increasing sequence, then for general
convex domain X and any T ≥ 1, we have
〈αtgµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉 ≤ Dφ(x⋆, yti)−Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )
+
α2t
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2, (16)
5and
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉]
≤ 1
NT
N∑
i=1
[ 1
α1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
1
i )]
+
T∑
t=2
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)](
1
αt
− 1
αt−1
)
− 1
αT
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
T+1
i )]
]
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφT
T∑
t=0
αt. (17)
Moreover, when X is a compact convex constraint set with
a constant dφ such that supx,y∈X Dφ(x, y) ≤ d2φ. Then the
following holds,
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
〈∇fµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉
≤ d
2
φ
TαT
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφT
T∑
t=0
αt. (18)
Proof: Set x = x⋆ in (11) and use the Bregman three-point
inequality, it can be obtained that
〈αtgµi(zti), xt+1i − x⋆〉
≤ 〈∇φ(yti)−∇φ(xt+1i ), xt+1i − x⋆〉
= Dφ(x
⋆, yti)−Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )−Dφ(xt+1i , yti)
≤ Dφ(x⋆, yti)−Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )−
σφ
2
‖xt+1i − yti‖2,(19)
in which the second inequality follows from the definition of
Bregman divergence and the σφ-strongly convexity of φ. On
the other hand,
〈αtgµi(zti), xt+1i − x⋆〉
= 〈αtgµi(zti), xt+1i − yti〉+ 〈αtgµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉
≥ − α
2
t
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2 −
σφ
2
‖xt+1i − yti‖2
+〈αtgµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉, (20)
where the second inequality follows from Fenchel inequality.
Thus, (19) and (20) together imply (16). Divide by αt on both
sides of (16), it follows
〈gµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉 ≤
1
αt
[Dφ(x
⋆, yti)−Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )]
+
αt
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2. (21)
Sum (21) over the indices from t = 1 to T and i = 1 to N ,
it follows
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
〈gµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉
≤
T∑
t=1
1
αt
[
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[P t]ijDφ(x
⋆
, x
t
j)−
N∑
i=1
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t+1
i )]
+
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
αt
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2
=
T∑
t=1
1
αt
[
N∑
j=1
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
j)−
N∑
i=1
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t+1
i )]
+
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
αt
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2
=
N∑
i=1
[
1
α1
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
1
i ) +
T∑
t=2
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)(
1
αt
− 1
αt−1
)
− 1
αT
Dφ(x
⋆
, x
T+1
i )] +
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
αt
2σφ
‖gµi(zti)‖2, (22)
where the first inequality follows from the separate convexity
of Bregman divergence, first equality follows from doubly
stochastic property of matrix P t, and the second equality is as
a result of rearranging terms. Taking conditional expectation
on both sides of (22) over Ft, then taking total expectation,
using Lemma 4 and noting that
∑T
t=1 αt ≤
∑T
t=0 αt yields
(17). When X is compact, divide by NT on both sides of
(22), note that − 1
αT
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )] ≤ 0, it follows
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
〈gµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉
≤ 1
NT
N∑
i=1
d
2
φ[
1
α1
+
T∑
t=2
(
1
αt
− 1
αt−1
)]
+
1
2σφNT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
‖gµi(zti)‖2αt,
namely,
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
〈gµi(zti), yti − x⋆〉 ≤
d2φ
TαT
+
1
2σφNT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
‖gµi(zti)‖2αt. (23)
Take conditional expectation on both sides of (23) over Ft and
use Lemma 4 again, (18) is obtained.
IV. THE DRGFMD ALGORITHM WITH CLASSICAL
APPROXIMATING SEQUENCE
In this section, the DRGFMD algorithm with the classical
approximating sequence
x̂Tl =
1
T
T∑
t=1
xtl
is applied to both convex and strongly convex optimization
problem. The convergence theorems and convergence rates for
them will be established respectively. Several advantages of
the algorithm will be discussed in detail.
A. DRGFMD algorithm for compact constrained convex op-
timization
The distributed randomized gradient-free mirror descent
algorithm under compact convex constrained condition is
studied in this part. Equipped with Lemma 6 and Theorem
1, the main convergence results are ready to be presented for
the following DRGFMD algorithm:
y
t
i =
N∑
j=1
[P t]ijx
t
j ,
x
t+1
i = arg min
x∈X
{αt〈fi(y
t
i + µiξ
t
i)− fi(yti)
µi
ξ
t
i , x〉+Dφ(x, yti)}.
6Theorem 2: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, let {xti}t≥0
and {yti}t≥0 be the sequences generated by the DRGFMD
algorithm with a non-increasing positive stepsize sequence αt.
Then, for any optimal point x⋆ and l ∈ V , the following
convergence result of x̂Tl for compact constrained convex
optimization holds:
E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤ B1 +B2 +B3. (24)
B1 =
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi; B2 =
d2φ
TαT
;
B3 = [
9(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
+
2N(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2
σφ(1− γ) ] ·
1
T
T∑
t=0
αt.
Proof: According to the convexity of fµi(x) at point y
t
i
(convexity of fµi follows from the convexity of fi),
1
N
N∑
i=1
〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉 ≥
1
N
N∑
i=1
(fµi(y
t
i)− fµi(x⋆)). (25)
For any l ∈ V , the following estimate of 1
N
∑N
i=1 fµi(y
t
i) in
(25) is made as follow,
1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi(y
t
i) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[fµi(x
t
l) + fµi(y
t
i)− fµi(xtl)]
≥ fµ(xtl)−
1
N
N∑
i=1
‖∇fµi(yti)‖ · ‖yti − xtl‖
≥ fµ(xtl)−
(n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
i=1
‖yti − xtl‖, (26)
in which the first inequality follows from the convexity of
fµi and Cauchy inequality, the second inequality follows
from (9). Notice that ‖yti − xtl‖ = ‖
∑N
j=1[P
t]ijx
t
j − xtl‖ ≤∑N
j=1[P
t]ij‖xtj − xtl‖, it follows that
1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi(y
t
i) ≥ fµ(xtl)−
(n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
j=1
‖xtj − xtl‖, (27)
in which the equality follows from the doubly stochastic
property of matrix P t. Substituting (27) into (25) yields
1
N
N∑
i=1
〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉
≥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi(y
t
i)−
1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi(x
⋆)
≥ f(xtl)− fµ(x⋆)−
(n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
j=1
‖xtj − xtl‖
≥ f(xtl)− f(x⋆)−
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
− (n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
j=1
‖xtj − xtl‖, (28)
in which the third inequality follows from Lemma 4. Summing
up both sides of (28) from t = 1 to T and dividing by T , then
taking total expectation on both sides implies
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉]
≥ 1
T
T∑
t=1
E[f(xtl)]− f(x⋆)−
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
− (n+ 4)L̂
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]. (29)
Rearrange terms, combine (29) and Theorem 1, use the con-
vexity of f , it can be obtained that
E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆)
≤ √nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
d2φ
TαT
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφT
T∑
t=0
αt
+
(n+ 4)L̂
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]. (30)
The desired convergence result follows by applying Lemma 6
to the last term of (30).
Remark 2: Theorem 2 indicates the convergence property of
the local sequence xti via the average vector x̂
T
l =
1
T
∑T
t=1 x
t
l
at each node i ∈ V . In fact, by taking sequence x̂T =
1
T
∑T
t=1 x
t, the algorithm can also generate an approximat-
ing convergence sequence x̂T with constant 9(n+4)
2L̂2
2σφ
+
2N(n+4)2ΓL̂2
σφ(1−γ) replaced by
5(n+4)2L̂2
2σφ
+ N(n+4)
2ΓL̂2
σφ(1−γ) . In order
to highlight the local characteristic of convergence sequence
for each node i ∈ V , x̂Tl is used instead of x̂T as the
approximating sequence.
Remark 3: Theorem 2 shows that the expected convergence
error in (24) of the proposed algorithm is upper bounded by
three parts. The first part B1 is the smoothing parameters as
a penalty of using the gradient-free oracle instead of the true
gradient information. By selecting arbitrary small parameter
µi, the optimality gap and convergence error are reduced.
The second part B2 describes the influence of the structure
of the domain and non-Euclidean structure of the underlying
metric. The third part B3 mainly describes the influence of the
topology of the network under the non-Euclidean structure.
We can select appropriate diminishing stepsize αt to handle
convergence rate.
Theorem 3: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, let {xti}t≥0
and {yti}t≥0 be the sequences generated by the DRGFMD
algorithm. Select αt =
η√
t+1
(η is a positive parameter).
Then for any l ∈ V , any optimal point x⋆ and T ≥ 1, x̂Tl
converges asymptotically to the approximate optimal solution
in following sense:
E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
C1√
T
, (31)
C1 is a constant as follow,
C1 =
√
2d2φ
η
+
9
√
2(n+ 4)2L̂η
σφ
+
4
√
2N(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2ηγ
σφ(1− γ) .
7Proof: Since the stepsize αt =
η√
t+1
, it follows
T∑
t=0
αt = η +
T∑
t=1
η√
t+ 1
≤ η +
∫ T
0
η√
t+ 1
dt
≤ 2η
√
T + 1− η ≤ 2η
√
T + 1. (32)
Substituting it into Theorem 2 and noticing that
√
T + 1 ≤√
2T for T ≥ 1 yields (31).
Remark 4: Theorem 3 indicates that the DRGFMD algo-
rithm converges at an O( 1√
T
) rate in distributed compact
constrained convex optimization problem. The rate matches
the best known compact constraint convergence rate of dis-
tributed subgradient algorithm in Yuan et al. ([20]). Moreover,
the paper extends the methods to a non-Euclidean distributed
scenario. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed algorithm
is the first distributed algorithm which makes use of gradient-
free technique to implement a distributed mirror descent
algorithm. Moreover, the convergence rate is obtained without
any smoothness assumptions on objective functions, making
the algorithm applicable to more extensive areas in science
and engineering.
Remark 5: In (31), it provides intrinsic information of the
influence of the dimension of agents’ estimates n on conver-
gence error of DRGFMD, which shows that the convergence
gets slower when n becomes larger. This phenomenon will be
illustrated in the simulations.
Remark 6: In fact, if the estimator gµi(x
t
i) is utilized
in the DRGFMD algorithm, an O( 1√
T
) convergence rate
result can also be achieved with a corresponding constant
C′1 =
√
2d2φ
η
+ [ 8
√
2N2(n+4)2ΓL̂2η
(1−γ)σφ +
√
2(16N+1)(n+4)2L̂2η
σφ
].
The mathematical procedure is similar with the Theorem 2
and Theorem 3. Choice on zeroth-order gradient estimators
depends on the underlying science or engineering background.
That is, when the information of the communication output
yti is easy to obtain, gµi(y
t
i) can be used; when the local
information of agents xti is available easily, then gµi(x
t
i) can
also be used.
Till now, the distributed randomized gradient-free mirror
descent algorithm and a corresponding convergence rate are
established. The algorithm has generalized some earlier work
in different aspects. This section is concluded by listing the
following result as a direct corollary when distance generating
function is chosen by φ(x) = 12‖x‖2. In this case, Bregman
divergence becomes Dφ(x, y) =
1
2‖x− y‖2, and the Bregman
projection degenerates to the classical Euclidean projection.
Corollary 1: Under Assumption 2, let {xti}t≥0 and {yti}t≥0
be the sequences generated by following projection algorithm,
yti =
N∑
j=1
[P t]ijx
t
j , (33)
xt+1i = PX(y
t
i − αt
fi(y
t
i + µiξ
t
i)− fi(yti)
µi
ξti). (34)
Take stepsize by αt =
η√
t+1
. Then for any optimal point
x⋆, x̂Tl converges asymptotically to the approximate optimal
solution with convergence rate O( 1√
T
) with the optimal value
error less than
√
nL̂ · 1
N
∑N
i=1 µi.
Remark 7: Algorithm (33)-(34) is exactly the Euclidean
gradient-free projection algorithm in [21]. By investigating the
DRGFMD algorithm, the Euclidean gradient-free projection
algorithm in [21] has already been extended to a more general
Bregman non-Euclidean framework via an essentially different
approach.
B. DRGFMD algorithm for strongly convex optimization
The distributed strongly-convex optimization problem is
investigated by using DRGFMD in this section. Here, X
denotes a closed convex domain (not necessarily compact)
in this section. First of all, a basic assumption on strongly
convexity is given below.
Assumption 3: For each i ∈ V , fi : Rn → R is assumed to
be σf -strongly convex.
The σf -strong convexity of fµi is ensured in the following
lemma.
Lemma 7: Let Assumption 3 hold. Then, fµi : R
n → R is
σf -strongly convex.
Proof: For any x, y ∈ Rn and any θ ∈ [0, 1], use the definition
of fµi , it follows that
fµi(θx + (1− θ)y)
=
1
κ
∫
Rn
fi[θx + (1− θ)y + µiξ]e− 12‖ξ‖
2
dξ,
=
1
κ
∫
Rn
fi[θ(x + µiξ) + (1− θ)(y + µiξ)]e− 12 ‖ξ‖
2
dξ,
≤ 1
κ
∫
Rn
[θfi(x+ µiξ) + (1− θ)fi(y + µiξ)
−σfθ(1− θ)
2
‖(x+ µiξ)− (y + µiξ)‖2]e− 12‖ξ‖
2
dξ
= θfµi(x) + (1− θ)fµi(y)−
σfθ(1 − θ)
2
‖x− y‖2, (35)
in which the inequality follows from the convexity of fi and
the third equality follows from 1
κ
∫
Rn
e−
1
2
‖ξ‖2dξ = 1. The
proof is completed.
On the other hand, in this section, an assumption on distance
generating function is given below to handle strongly convex
problem.
Assumption 4: Let Assumption 1 hold, the Bregman distance
generating function φ is assumed to have Lipschitz gradient
on X with constant L˜φ, i.e.
‖∇φ(x)−∇φ(y)‖ ≤ L˜φ‖x− y‖, for all x, y ∈ X. (36)
The assumption is out of consideration for practical application
and following theoretical calculation. In several usual applica-
tions like machine learning, a distance generating function φ
(such as φ(x) = 12‖x‖2 on Rn and φ(x) =
∑n
d=1[x]d ln[x]d
on given bounded domain) can always be chosen such that ∇φ
is Lipschitz. The proposed strongly convex results are suitable
for these cases. Under Assumption 4, a basic lemma for this
section holds as follow,
Lemma 8: Let Assumption 4 hold, then the Bregman diver-
gence satisfies the following relation,
Dφ(x, y) ≤ L˜φ
2
‖x− y‖2 for all x, y ∈ X.
8Proof: Start from the definition of Dφ(x, y),
Dφ(x, y)
=
∫ 1
0
〈∇φ(t(x − y) + y), x− y〉dt− 〈∇φ(y), x − y〉
≤
∫ 1
0
‖∇φ(t(x− y) + y)−∇φ(y)‖ · ‖x− y‖dt
≤
∫ 1
0
L˜φt‖x− y‖2dt = L˜φ
2
‖x− y‖2,
in which the first inequality follows from Cauchy inequality,
the second inequality follows from Assumption 4.
Now it’s ready to give the strongly convex convergence
result for this section. For convenience of several calculations,
this part uses the DRGFMD algorithm with gradient estimator
gµ(x
t
i).
Theorem 4: Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 hold, let {xti}t≥0
and {yti}t≥0 be the sequences generated by the DRGFMD
algorithm. Let stepsize α0 =
L˜φ
σf
and αt =
L˜φ
σf t
for t ≥ 1, L˜φ
is the Lipschitz constant in Assumption 4. Then for any l ∈ V
and any optimal point x⋆, the algorithm achieves an O( ln T
T
)
approximate convergence rate in following sense:
E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi + C2 · lnT
T
, T ≥ 8,
in which
C2 = [
4N2(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2
(1 − γ)σφ +
(16N + 1)(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
] · 2L˜φ
σf
.
Proof: Start with the inner product estimate,
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi (xti), yti − x⋆〉]
=
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
(
E[〈∇fµi(xti), yti − xti〉]
+E[〈∇fµi(xti), xti − x⋆〉]
)
≥ 1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi (xti), yti − xti〉]
+
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[fµi(x
t
i)− fµi (x⋆)]
+
σf
L˜φNT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)]
= h1 + h2 + h3, (37)
in which the inequality follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma
8. Now the estimate for h1 is given as follow,
h1 ≥ − (n+ 4)L̂
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[‖yti − xti‖]
≥ − (n+ 4)L̂
NT
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
E[‖xti − xtj‖]
≥ −[ 2N
2Γ(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ(1− γ) +
4N(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ
]
1
T
T∑
t=0
αt, (38)
in which the first inequality follows from (9), the second
inequality follows from the fact that ‖∑Nj=1[P t]ijxtj − xti‖ ≤∑N
j=1[P
t]ij‖xti − xtj‖ ≤
∑N
j=1 ‖xti − xtj‖, and the third
inequality follows from Lemma 6. On the other hand, for any
l ∈ V ,
h2 =
1
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[fµi(x
t
l) + fµi(x
t
i)− fµi(xtl)]− fµ(x⋆)
≥ 1
T
T∑
t=1
E[fµ(x
t
l)]− (n+ 4)L̂
NT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[‖xti − xtl‖]− fµ(x⋆)
≥ 1
T
T∑
t=1
E[f(xtl)]− (n+ 4)L̂
T
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[‖xti − xtl‖]
−f(x⋆)− 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
≥ E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆)− 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
−[ 2N
2Γ(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ(1− γ) +
4N(n + 4)2L̂2
σφ
] · 1
T
T∑
t=0
αt, (39)
in which the first inequality follows from the definition of
fµ and (9), the second inequality follows from (a) in Lemma
4 and 1
NT
≤ 1
T
, the third inequality is as a result of the
convexity of f and Lemma 6. Now combine (37), (38), (39)
and Theorem 1, it can be obtained that
E[f(x̂Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
+
1
NT
N∑
i=1
[ 1
α1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
1
i )]
+
T∑
t=2
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)](
1
αt
− 1
αt−1
)− 1
αT
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
T+1
i )]
]
− σf
L˜φNT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)] +
[
4N2Γ(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ(1− γ) +
(16N + 1)(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
] · 1
T
T∑
t=0
αt
= l1 + l2 − l3 + l4. (40)
Since αt =
L˜φ
σf t
when t ≥ 1 and the Bregman divergence is
non-negative, it follows that
l2 − l3 = 1
NT
(
1
α1
− σf
L˜φ
)
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, x1i )]
+
1
NT
T∑
t=2
(
1
αt
− 1
αt−1
− σf
L˜φ
)
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xti)]
− 1
NTαT
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )]
= − 1
NTαT
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )] ≤ 0. (41)
9Therefore,
E[f(x̂i
T )]− f(x⋆) ≤ √nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
+[
4N2(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2
(1− γ)σφ +
(16N + 1)(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
] · 1
T
T∑
t=0
αt.
In addition, use the fact that α0 =
L˜φ
σf
and αt =
L˜φ
σf t
for t ≥ 1,
it follows that
1
T
T∑
t=0
αt =
1
T
(
L˜φ
σf
+
T∑
t=1
L˜φ
σf t
)
≤ L˜φ
σfT
(2 +
∫ T
1
1
s
ds) ≤ 2L˜φ
σf
· lnT
T
, T ≥ 8, (42)
then the desired result holds.
Remark 8: Theorem 4 shows that the DRGFMD algorithm
achieves an O( ln T
T
) approximate convergence rate for strongly
convex constrained optimization over time-varying network,
generalizing the one in [19] to a non-Euclidean situation. In
addition, any smoothness assumptions on objective functions
are not needed. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is the
first distributed non-Euclidean zeroth-order method applied
to strongly convex optimization problem and the smoothing
function fµi acts as an important bridge to achieve the final
convergence rate.
V. THE DRGFMD ALGORITHM WITH WEIGHTED
AVERAGING
The former sections of the paper have discussed the
DRGFMD algorithm in distributed convex and strongly op-
timization problem. However, the approximating sequence to
the convergence of algorithm in former sections are all in
classical form x̂Tl =
1
T
∑T
t=1 x
t
l . The paper in this section
provides a weighted average approximating sequence which
is different from the approximating sequence the existing
distributed algorithms have used. In this section, the DRGFMD
algorithm with weighted averaging (DRGFMD-WA) is in-
vestigated and applied to the convex and strongly convex
optimization problem. Several estimates obtained in the former
section will be used directly in this section. For convenience
of saving space and without loss of generality, x0i = 0
for all i ∈ V is still assumed in this section. By setting
Φ1v = maxi,j∈V ‖x0i − x0j‖ and Φ2v = maxi∈V ‖x0i ‖ in
corresponding constant place, convergence results for non-zero
initial data case can be gotten.
A. DRGFMD compact constrained convex optimization with
weighted averaging
For any l ∈ V , denote the weighted average approximating
sequence by
x˜Tl =
∑T
t=1
xtl
αt∑T
t=1
1
αt
, (43)
then the first distributed convergence result with weighted
average approximating sequence is given as follow.
Theorem 5: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let the stepsize
αt is a non-increasing sequence. Then, for the weighted
average sequence x˜Tl generated by the DRGFMD algorithm,
the following convergence result holds for any l ∈ V and
T ≥ 1,
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
+
1∑T
t=1
1
αt
[
d2φ
α2T
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
+
C˜
αT
T∑
t=0
αt],
in which
C˜ =
2N(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2
σφ(1− γ) +
4(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ
.
Proof: Start from (16) in Theorem 1 with zti = y
t
i as follow,
αt〈gµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉
≤ Dφ(x⋆, yti)−Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i ) +
α2t
2σφ
‖gµi(yti)‖2.(44)
Take the conditional expectation on Ft on both sides of (44),
note the fact that D(x⋆, yti) is measurable with respect to Ft,
rearrange terms and use Lemma 4, it follows that
αt〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉+ E[Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )|Ft]
≤ Dφ(x⋆, yti) +
α2t (n+ 4)
2L̂2
2σφ
. (45)
Dividing both sides of the above inequality by α2t and rear-
ranging terms yields
1
αt
〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉+
1
α2t
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xt+1i )|Ft]
≤ 1
α2t
Dφ(x
⋆, yti) +
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
. (46)
Note that
1
α2t
Dφ(x
⋆, yti) =
1
α2t−1
Dφ(x
⋆, yti) + (
1
α2t
− 1
α2t−1
)Dφ(x
⋆, yti)
≤ 1
α2t−1
Dφ(x
⋆, yti) + (
1
α2t
− 1
α2t−1
)d2φ, (47)
substitute (47) into (46) and take total expectation on both
sides, it follows that
1
αt
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉] +
1
α2t
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xt+1i )]
≤ 1
α2t−1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, yti)] + (
1
α2t
− 1
α2t−1
)d2φ +
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
.
Set α0 = 1 and sum up both sides from t = 1 to T , it follows
that
T∑
t=1
1
αt
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉] +
T∑
t=1
1
α2t
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xt+1i )]
≤
T∑
t=1
1
α2t−1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, yti)] + (
1
α2T
− 1)d2φ +
(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
.
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Sum up both sides from i = 1 to N and substitute yti =∑N
j=1[P
t]ijx
t
j into the right hand side, it can be obtained that
T∑
t=1
1
αt
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉]
+
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
1
α2t
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t+1
i )] ≤
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
1
α2t−1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t
i)]
+N(
1
α2T
− 1)d2φ + N(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σφ
,
in which the inequality follows from the separate convexity
of Bregman divergence Dφ(x, y) and the doubly stochastic
property of the communication matrix P t. Now delete the
same terms of both sides, it follows that
T∑
t=1
1
αt
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi (yti), yti − x⋆〉] +
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )]
α2T
≤
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
1
i )] +N(
1
α2T
− 1)d2φ + N(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σφ
≤ Nd2φ +N( 1
α2T
− 1)d2φ + N(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σφ
=
Nd2φ
α2T
+
N(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
, (48)
in which the second inequality follows from the compactness
of X . Since
∑N
i=1
1
α2T
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )] is nonnegative, this
fact leads to
T∑
t=1
1
αt
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉]) ≤
d2φ
α2T
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
. (49)
Combine (49) and (28), it can be obtained that, for any l ∈ V ,
T∑
t=1
1
αt
(E[f(xtl)]− f(x⋆))
≤
T∑
t=1
1
αt
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
d2φ
α2T
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
+
(n+ 4)L̂
N
T∑
t=1
1
αt
·
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]. (50)
use the non-increasing assumption of αt and the consensus
result Lemma 6, the following holds,
(n+ 4)L̂
N
T∑
t=1
1
αt
·
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]
≤ (n+ 4)L̂
N
1
αT
·
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]
≤ (2N(n+ 4)
2ΓL̂2
σφ(1− γ) +
4(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ
)
1
αT
T∑
t=0
αt.(51)
The desired result follows by combining (50) with (51),
dividing by
∑T
t=1
1
αt
on both sides and noticing the convexity
of f .
Remark 9: In addition to the smoothing parameter term,
the convergence result consists of three terms, they are all
under the influence of the weighted averaging. The first term
d2φ
α2T
represents a topology effect from the underlying space X ,
the second term
(n+4)2L̂2T
2σφ
represents an intrinsic centralized
effect, the third term C˜
αT
∑T
t=0 αt is the decentralized term
which is as a result of the network topology and the distributed
communication of information in the network.
In what follows, the convergence rate is considered. Let
0 < δ < 1, the stepsize of the following form is used:
αt =
ρ
(t+ 1)δ
, t ≥ 1 and α0 = 1. (52)
Before obtaining the convergence rate, the following inequality
of
∑T
t=1
1
αt
is needed for providing a lower bound estimate.
Lemma 9: Let the stepsize αt be defined as (52), for any
T ≥ 1 and p ≤ 1− 1
21+δ
, the following estimate holds,
T∑
t=1
1
αt
≥ p(T + 1)
δ+1
ρ(δ + 1)
. (53)
Proof: According to the concavity of function s(t) = (t+1)δ
for t ≥ 1, the following holds,
T∑
t=1
1
αt
=
T∑
t=1
1
ρ
(t+ 1)δ ≥ 1
ρ
∫ T
0
(t+ 1)δdt
=
1
ρ(δ + 1)
((T + 1)δ+1 − 1). (54)
Select a p such that p ≤ 1 − 1
2δ+1
, then (T + 1)δ+1 − 1 ≥
p(T + 1)δ+1 for any T ≥ 1 and the desired result holds.
With convergence result Theorem 5 and lower estimate
Lemma 9 in hand, it’s ready to present the convergence rate
result.
Theorem 6: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let the stepsize
αt be the sequence given by (52). Then for the weighted
average sequence x˜Tl generated by the DRGFMD algorithm
and all T ≥ 1,
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi + Cδ,1 · 1
(T + 1)1−δ
+Cδ,2 · 1
(T + 1)δ
. (55)
in which
Cδ,1 =
(δ + 1)d2φ
pρ
,
Cδ,2 = [
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
+
C˜(ρ+ 1− δ)
ρ(1− δ) ] ·
ρ(δ + 1)
p
,
C˜ =
2N(n+ 4)2ΓL̂2
σφ(1 − γ) +
4(n+ 4)2L̂2
σφ
.
Proof: Combine Theorem 5 and Lemma 9, and notice that the
following fact holds,
T∑
t=0
αt ≤ 1 +
∫ T
0
ρ
(1 + t)δ
≤ ρ(1 + T )
1−δ
1− δ −
ρ
1− δ + 1
≤ (ρ+ 1− δ)(1 + T )
1−δ
1− δ ,
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then it follows that
1∑T
t=1
1
αt
[
d2φ
α2T
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2T
2σφ
+
C˜
αT
T∑
t=0
αt]
≤ ρ(δ + 1)
p(T + 1)δ+1
[
d2φ(T + 1)
2δ
ρ2
+
(n+ 4)2L̂2(T + 1)
2σφ
+
C˜(ρ+ 1− δ)(T + 1)
ρ(1 − δ) ]
=
(δ + 1)d2φ
pρ
· 1
(T + 1)1−δ
+[
(n+ 4)2L̂2
2σφ
+
C˜(ρ+ 1− δ)
ρ(1 − δ) ] ·
ρ(δ + 1)
p
· 1
(T + 1)δ
,
which implies (55) and the proof is concluded.
Corollary 2: Under assumptions of Theorem 6, let Cδ =
max{Cδ,1, Cδ,2}, in which Cδ,1 and Cδ,2 are the constants in
Theorem 6. For the weighted average sequence x˜Tl generated
by the DRGFMD algorithm and all T ≥ 1, the following
approximate convergence rate for the DRGFMD algorithm
holds:
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
2Cδ
T δ
if δ ∈ (0, 1
2
);
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
2Cδ√
T
if δ =
1
2
;
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi +
2Cδ
T 1−δ
if δ ∈ (1
2
, 1).
Proof: Note that
1
(T + 1)1−δ
≤ 1
(T + 1)δ
≤ 1
T δ
if δ ∈ (0, 1
2
);
1
(T + 1)δ
=
1
(T + 1)1−δ
=
1
(T + 1)
1
2
≤ 1√
T
if δ =
1
2
;
1
(T + 1)δ
≤ 1
(T + 1)1−δ
≤ 1
T 1−δ
if δ ∈ (1
2
, 1),
then by taking Cδ = max{Cδ,1, Cδ,2}, the desired results
follow directly.
Remark 10: Theorem 5, Theorem 6 and Corollary 2 provide
a general analyzing framework of distributed mirror descent
with weighted average approximating sequence. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper is the first to utilize a decen-
tralized reciprocal weighted average approximating sequence
x˜Tl =
∑T
t=1
xtl
αt
/
∑T
t=1
1
αt
to achieve a class of distributed
convergence rates when stepsize is taken in ρ
(t+1)δ
form, in
contrast to the classical class of approximating sequence form
x̂i
T = 1
T
∑T
t=1 x
t
i and x
t = 1
N
∑N
i=1 x
t
i that the existing
distributed mirror descent methods used. Thus the approach in
this section has shed light on investigation of different types of
decentralized weighted average sequences and corresponding
convergence rates.
B. DRGFMD strongly convex optimization with weighted av-
eraging
In this section, the DRGFMD algorithm with weighted
averaging is used to solve the strongly convex optimization
problem on the convex (not necessarily compact) constraint
set. In order to construct a decentralized weighted average ap-
proximating sequence for strongly convex case, the following
scaling variant of the DRGFMD algorithm (DRGFMD′) is
used in this section:
y
t
i =
N∑
j=1
[P t]ijx
t
j ,
x
t+1
i = arg min
x∈X
{ L˜φαt
σf
〈fi(y
t
i + µiξ
t
i)− fi(yti)
µi
ξ
t
i , x〉+Dφ(x, yti)},
in which σf is the common strongly convex constant of fi,
L˜φ is the constant in Assumption 4.
Theorem 7: Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 hold, let αt be
a non-increasing positive sequence satisfying α0 = 1 and
1−αt
α2t
≤ 1
α2t−1
for t ≥ 1. Let the weighted average sequence
x˜Tl be generated by the DRGFMD
′ algorithm. Denote ∆0φ =
Dφ(x
⋆, 0), then for any l ∈ V and T ≥ 1, the following
strongly convex convergence result holds,
E[f(x˜Tl )]− f(x⋆) ≤
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi
+
1∑T
t=1
1
αt
[
σf∆
0
φ
L˜φ
+
L˜φ(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σfσφ
+
C˜
αT
T∑
t=0
αt],
where C˜ is the constant in the last section.
Proof: Since the DRGFMD′ algorithm (scaling version of
DRGFMD) is considered, now start from (45) with αt replaced
by
L˜φαt
σf
and take total expectation on both sides, it follows
that
L˜φαt
σf
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉] + E[Dφ(x⋆, xt+1i )]
≤ E[Dφ(x⋆, yti)] +
L˜2φα
2
t (n+ 4)
2L̂2
2σ2fσφ
.
Sum up both sides from i = 1 to N and divide by N , it
follows that
L˜φαt
σf
1
N
N∑
i=1
E[〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉]
+
∑N
i=1 E[Dφ(x
⋆, xt+1i )]
N
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, y
t
i)] +
L˜2φα
2
t (n+ 4)
2L̂2
2σ2fσφ
. (56)
According to Lemma 7, the strongly convex version of (28)
holds as follow,
1
N
N∑
i=1
〈∇fµi(yti), yti − x⋆〉
≥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi (y
t
i)− 1
N
N∑
i=1
fµi (x
⋆) +
1
N
N∑
i=1
σf
2
‖yti − x⋆‖2
≥ f(xtl)− f(x⋆)−
√
nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi − (n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
j=1
‖xtj − xtl‖
+
σf
L˜φ
1
N
N∑
i=1
Dφ(x
⋆
, y
t
i), (57)
in which Lemma 8 is used in the second inequality. Take total
expectation of (57) and substitute it into (56), after rearranging
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terms and dividing both sides by α2t , it can be obtained that
for any l ∈ V ,
L˜φ
σf
· 1
αt
E[f(xtl)− f(x⋆)] + 1
α2t
· 1
N
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
t+1
i )]
≤ 1− αt
α2t
1
N
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, y
t
i)] +
L˜2φ(n+ 4)
2L̂2
2σ2fσφ
+
L˜φ
σfαt
· (n+ 4)L̂
N
N∑
j=1
E[‖xtj − xtl‖]
+
L˜φ
σfαt
· √nL̂ · 1
N
N∑
i=1
µi. (58)
Substitute 1−αt
α2t
≤ 1
α2t−1
,
∑N
i=1 E[Dφ(x
⋆, yti)] ≤∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1[P
t]ijE[Dφ(x
⋆, xtj)] =
∑N
i=1 E[Dφ(x
⋆, xti)],
and consensus estimate Lemma 6 into (58), sum up both
sides from t = 1 to T , after using the non-increasing property
of stepsize αt, it can be obtained that
L˜φ
σf
·
T∑
t=1
1
αt
E[f(xtl)− f(x⋆)] + 1
N
N∑
i=1
1
α2T
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
T+1
i )]
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
E[Dφ(x
⋆
, x
0
i )] +
L˜φ
σf
· C˜
αT
T∑
t=0
αt
+
L˜2φ(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σ2fσφ
+
L˜φ
σf
· (
T∑
t=1
1
αt
) ·
√
nL̂
N
N∑
i=1
µi.
Note that 1
N
∑N
i=1
1
α2
T
E[Dφ(x
⋆, xT+1i )] is nonnegative, it fol-
lows that
L˜φ
σf
·
T∑
t=1
1
αt
E[f(xtl)− f(x⋆)] ≤ ∆0φ +
L˜φ
σf
· C˜
αT
T∑
t=0
αt
+
L˜2φ(n+ 4)
2L̂2T
2σ2fσφ
+
L˜φ
σf
(
T∑
t=1
1
αt
)
√
nL̂
N
N∑
i=1
µi.
Dividing by
L˜φ
σf
∑T
t=1
1
αt
on both sides of the inequality above
and using the convexity of f yields the desired result.
The following corollary gives an convergence rate result
for the proposed distributed algorithm with weighted average
approximating sequence.
Corollary 3: Under assumptions of Theorem 7, choose
stepsize α0 = 1 and αt =
2
t+1 for t ≥ 1. Then x˜Tl generated
by the DRGFMD′ algorithm achieves an O( ln T
T
) approximate
convergence rate.
Proof: Substitute αt =
2
t+1 into the right hand side of Theorem
7, it equals to
4σf∆
0
φ
L˜φT (T + 3)
+
2L˜φ(n+ 4)
2L̂2
σfσφ
· 1
T + 3
+
2C˜(T + 1)
T (T + 3)
T∑
t=1
2
t+ 1
.
applying the similar estimate idea of (42) to the third term,
the summation above equals to
O(
1
T 2
) +O(
1
T
) +O(
ln T
T
) = O(
ln T
T
), (59)
which completes the proof.
Remark 11: Till now, a strongly convex convergence rate
O(ln T/T ) is established for DRGFMD with decentralized
weighted average approximating sequence. The procedure
of canceling terms is essentially different from the existing
distributed strongly convex optimization methods, that results
in the weighted average approximating sequence. Besides,
both the strongly convex optimization methods in this sec-
tion and last section utilize the smoothing function fµi to
serve as a bridge for proposed algorithm to convergence,
which is also different from the existing strongly convex
optimization methods. On the other hand, if in addition, a
compact constraint assumption is permitted, Yuan et al. in
[22] show that O(ln T/T ) can be improved to O(1/T ) via an
epoch distributed stochastic mirror descent method. However,
there is a problem remained here: If the compact constraint
condition is not satisfied, is O(ln T/T ) the optimal strongly
convex convergence rate? Or, does there exist a method to
improve the strongly convex optimization convergence rate
O(ln T/T ) without the compact constraint condition? Further
investigation is required to answer these questions.
Remark 12: It is noteworthy that the future investigation
on decentralized reciprocal weighted average sequence is
necessary. As a beginning that the decentralized reciprocal
weighted average sequence is applied to distributed optimiza-
tion problem, it is highly possible that the decentralized recip-
rocal weighted average type approximation can provide some
help in improving the convergence rate for other distributed
optimization methods in the future.
Remark 13: The convergence results in this paper are all in
approximate convergence manner (up to a controllable error
bound
√
nL̂ · 1
N
∑N
i=1 µi). In fact, if the smoothing parameter
µi is selected in a time-varying diminishing way (µ
t
i), after
some technical procedures, the convergence can be made to
be exact convergence. It is desirable to investigate the time-
varying parameters in our future work.
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION EXAMPLE
In this section, several descriptions of the DRGFMD algo-
rithm and DRGFMD-WA algorithm are given by providing a
simulation example. Specifically, the DRGFMD algorithm and
DRGFMD-WA algorithm are utilized to analyze the Nesterov
nonsmooth test problem given by
min
x∈X
N∑
i=1
ci(|[x]1 − 1|+
n−1∑
k=1
|1 + [x]k+1 − 2[x]k|)
in constraint set X = {x ∈ Rn : ∑nd=1[x]d = 1, [x]d ≥ 0},
and ci ∈ R+ is the data known only to node i. The
random graph with nodes N = 5 which is generated in a
manner of Xiao ad Boyd ([12]) is considered. The gradient-
free random sequence ξti is generated in an independent and
identically distributed way from Gaussian normal distribution
N(0, 0.5In×n) for all i. φ(x) =
∑n
d=1[x]d ln[x]d is chosen as
the distance-generating function of the proposed algorithms.
In following simulations, the DRGFMD algorithm and the
DRGFMD-WA algorithm are used as the trial objects. The
first two simulation results use n = 1 and µi = 10
−4 to
give an obvious description on convergence and consensus
behavior among agents as tests in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The results coincide with the fact that two algorithms achieve
the same convergence rate under same convexity condition on
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objective functions and constraint conditions on X . In what
follows, the influence of the dimension of the decision space
on the convergence of DRGFMD algorithm and DRGFMD-
WA algorithm is considered. Simulations of n = 1, n = 3
and n = 6 are investigated to reflect the distinct difference
of the convergence speed with different dimension. In each
of these cases, initial data x0i = (1/n, 1/n, ..., 1/n)
T and
µi = 10
−4 are used. The simulation results on dimension
influence are based on the average of 30 independent trials.
Both of Figures 3 and 4 reveal that the convergence is faster
with smaller dimension. That is to say, when n becomes
larger, it will take more iterations for DRGFMD algorithm
and DRGFMD-WA algorithm to reach the same accuracy as
the one with smaller n. The simulations on the influence
of dimension on the convergence is not accidental, since
they are in compliance with the convergence results of the
paper. After simulating the dimension influence, the influence
of stepsize on the DRGFMD-WA algorithm is considered
in Figure 5. The simulation uses n = 3, µi = 10
−4 and
x0i = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
T , stepsize αt = 1/(t+1)
δ (δ ∈ (0, 1/2]).
The simulation result of each stepsize is an average of 30
independent trials. In the trial, three different values δ = 0.3,
δ = 0.4, δ = 0.5 are investigated. The selected δs are linear
1/10-increasing values. Figure 5 shows that with δ getting
larger, the convergence becomes faster which is as expected.
However, there is an obviously bigger gap between the case
δ = 0.3 and δ = 0.4, which indicates that, with δ getting
smaller, the degree that the convergence of DRGFMD-WA
gets slower becomes obviously greater. The next simulation
gives a comparison among DRGFMD, DRGFMD-WA and
previous distributed gradient-free projection method (DGFP)
with approximating sequence x̂i
T =
∑T
t=1 αtx
t
i/
∑T
t=1 αt in
[21]. This simulation uses n = 2, µi = 10
−4 and initial data
x0i = (1/2, 1/2)
T in each algorithm, the comparison result
is based on the average of 30 independent trials. The result
shows DRGFMD and DRGFMD-WA (accuracy around 10−2)
are much more efficient than the previous DGFP algorithm
(accuracy around 10−1).
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, both convex and strongly convex constrained
distributed optimization problem are considered by developing
a distributed randomized gradient-free mirror descent method.
To implement the DRGFMD method, the gradient and sub-
gradient information of objective functions is not necessary to
be known. The convergence rates of the DRGFMD algorithm
are considered under two types of conditions. A decentral-
ized reciprocal weighted average approximating sequence is
first investigated in DRGFMD framework and a class of
corresponding convergence rates are achieved. Finally the
simulation results are presented to illustrate the convergence
behavior in several aspects.
The work in this paper opens a few future research direc-
tions. One is the construction of the decentralized weighted
average approximating sequence. The idea and technique of
the construction can be generally used in large amount of
distributed algorithms. Further, using the proposed scheme
of decentralized weighted averaging, the convergence rates
of distributed algorithms can be investigated, and potential
improvement is expected. Also, further research on the algo-
rithm can be explored (i) by utilizing appropriate diminishing
smoothing parameter to eliminate the effect on error bound;
(ii) by constructing appropriate distributed zeroth-order ora-
cles to reduce the large dimension influence on convergence.
Moreover, other possible application directions are to extend
the proposed algorithm to distributed online optimization,
and to apply the proposed zeroth-order method to distributed
nonconvex optimization problem.
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Fig. 1. Convergence and consensus of the DRGFMD algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Convergence and consensus of the DRGFMD-WA algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Influence of dimension of agents’ estimates on the convergence of
DRGFMD algorithm.
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Fig. 4. Influence of dimension of agents’ estimates on the convergence of
DRGFMD-WA algorithm.
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